2002 ford windstar starter solenoid location

The year was , and Ford had discovered the hard way that in order to beat the Dodge Caravan
on its own ground, it had to play on the same field. The truck-based Aerostar van had some
success in competing against similar truck-based offerings from GM, but the public had already
decided it wanted a front-drive, car-based minivan. To that end, Ford slapped a separate body
on its massively acclaimed Taurus chassis, and gave the world the Windstar. By , minivans of
all stripes were struggling to adapt to a changing marketplace; evidence the fact that the
Windstar's top trim item that year was a flip-down LCD television paired with a VCR player. Still,
though, the Windstar was the minivan to have for people who still wanted minivans. Put the
wheel chock behind one of the rear wheels, set the parking brake and then roll the floor jack
under the front end of the Windstar. Lift the minivan with the jack and place the jack stands
under the front frame on the right and left sides. Install a memory saver device per the
manufacturer instructions. This will retain your radio and computer settings. Open the hood and
disconnect the negative battery cable from the negative battery terminal with the battery
wrench. Climb underneath the Windstar in the passenger-side front area. Locate the starter,
which bolts to the side of the engine where the engine and transmission meet. Disconnect the
starter wiring with the socket set. Hold the starter up with one hand while you use the socket set
to remove the starter mounting bolts with the other hand. Hold the new starter motor in place
with one hand while you thread the mounting bolts in and then tighten them down to 33
foot-pounds with a torque wrench. If you don't have a torque wrench, just hand-tight with a
standard ratchet will suffice. Remember to never let the starter hang down on the mounting
bolts. Reconnect the starter wiring in reverse of removal. Climb out, reconnect the negative
battery cable and then lower the Windstar off the jack stands. Allen Moore's career includes
awards in poetry and creative fiction, published lyrics, fiction books and nonfiction articles as
well as a master certification in automotive service from the Ford Motor Company. Moore is a
contributing writer for RF Writer Bio Allen Moore's career includes awards in poetry and
creative fiction, published lyrics, fiction books and nonfiction articles as well as a master
certification in automotive service from the Ford Motor Company. Was able to restart it a couple
times and go a little further, but it would not restart a 3rd time. There is no clicking or anything
when turning the key. Replaced alternator it tested bad but same result. Any ideas? Battery has
full charge. If battery is fully charged, Check battery cables for corrosion and make sure they're
tight. If everything looks good, check voktage at the starter solenoid, if voltage is good, try
turning engine by hand. If it turns by hand and voltage is present at the starter solenoid, remove
starter and have it tested. GuruWY14F answered 2 years ago. I changed the plugs and the
cables and it didn't want to start I'm not sure if my starter went out. GuruBC3M3 answered 2
years ago. Answer for you problem fuse 9 blow out and make sure the intrument apnel is
original to tha van if is not the sime the fuse number 9 blow out you need fine the rigth intrumen
panel in other case neber is gone work i fix one oredy with the sime problem. There is no
clicking or anything when tu Lost original key , new key dont crank. Was working Friday tried to
start Monday morning and no crank. Replaced the battery and the starter same solenoid
engages but motor will not turn over. All fuses good no codes set. I have change the No. Any
sugestions??? I have a 01 ford windstar that the brake lights don't work all other lights work
fine running lights turn signals and reverse lights all fine but no brake lights I already checked
fuses and bulbs I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. No crank no start. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Ford Windstar question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Ford Windstar Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To
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Solenoid Connector. Vapor Canister Vent Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Valve. Voltage
Regulator Connector. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control.
Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and
Hardware. Standard Motor Products. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Motorcraft Starter Motor
Relay Connector. Forecast Starter Motor Relay Connector. Catalog: B. Vehicle Ford Windstar.
Catalog: H. Vehicle Engine Ford Windstar. Where is the starter located and how hard is it to
change on my own? Do you. It's on the front side of the block and is not that difficult at all, but
will take a little bit of dismantling the charge air cooler pipe from the under side of the vehicle.
I've attached some pictures of the process. This guide will help walk you through the steps with
diagrams for you car below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem
fixed. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. I can not find the starter on the Hybrid model.
Hello, On the hybrid engine the starter motor is the hybrid electric motor which doubles as the
starter motor so there is no starter motor to replace on these cars. Cheers, Ken Images Click to
enlarge. How do I replace starter motor on ford escape v6? I looked and I can't figure it out.
Please help me! Hey Mastied, Here are the instruction you needed Disconnect negative battery
cable. Remove air cleaner outlet tube and air cleaner assembly. Drain engine cooling system.
Disconnect the 3 hoses and position thermostat aside. Remove starter solenoid cable nuts and
position solenoid cables aside. See Fig 8. Remove starter motor mounting bolts and starter
motor. See Fig 9. To install, reverse removal procedure. Tighten bolts to specification. Here are
start motor diagrams for what it will be like for your car below both engines. Best, Ken Images
Click to enlarge. Please login or register to post a reply. Starter Replacement Ford Windstar
Easy step by step guide on how to replace a starter and solenoid, though appearances may
vary, the process is the similar for most vehicles. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's
Free! My battery is fully charged. Someone told me it may be the solenoid, but I don't know
where it is even located. Do you think they are right? Where is the solenoid located? What is the
best way to check the solenoid? Do you. It sounds more like the positive battery cable is going
bad the starter solenoid it located on the starter here is a guide to help you see what I am
talking about. Please let us know what happens. Cheers Images Click to enlarge. Was this
answer. Where is the starter solenoid on the SUV listed above with a 4. Hello, There are two
starter solenoids for your car; one is down by the starter motor and the other is up by the
battery on the drivers side. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem
fixed. Cheers, Ken Image Click to enlarge. Hello, I am Danny. This is what the solenoid is like
mounted on the starter motor. I have attached a picture and circled the solenoid in red. Hope
this helps and thanks for using 2CarPros. Danny- Image Click to enlarge. Where is the starter
solenoid located on a Ford Explorer with a engine? Location: Image Click to enlarge. Where is
the starter solenid located on a Frod Explorer Sport? Is it difficult to replace? It is mounted on
the starter. Hello, The starter solenoid and relay are integral with the starter. Properly raise and
support the vehicle. Tag and disconnect the wiring at the starter. Do not pull on the wire itself.
Ensure to pull the connector straight off to prevent damage to the connector and S-terminal. If
any part of the connector is damaged, replace the damaged component. Tighten the mounting
bolts to ft. Install the starter solenoid connector by pushing it straight on. Ensure that the
connector locks in position with a notable click. Install the starter cable nut to the starter
solenoid B-terminal. Tighten the nut to inch lbs. Connect any remaining wiring to the starter
motor. Lower the vehicle. Connect the negative battery cable. Thanks for using 2CarPros. Is
there a starter solenoid and where is it located Was this answer. On top of the starter. Roy Was
this answer. Was told between battery and fuse box but nothing there and was also told
attached to firewall by battery. The starter solenoid is attached to the starter itself, rarely
serviced separately anymore. What it is the problem you are having? Let me know and I will do
my best to help you. Dan Was this answer. There is a starter relay for your vehicle, I have not
been able to find the location for you, but that maybe your issue. There is also a recall article
dealing with the factory anti theft system that will cause a no crank condition like you describe
if your vehicle is so equipped. If your vehicle is an automatic the range selector switch also acts
as the neutral safety switch that keeps the engine to only starting in the park and neutral
positions, try shifting to neutral and trying to start it and then if that does not work try shifting
back to park and keep slight pressure on the park lever to be sure it is in park and try again. If
your vehicle has a standard transmission, there is a clutch safety switch activated by the clutch
pedal and it may be failing. I am sorry I miss understood you earlier. There is a relay that is also
called a solenoid, it has two large posts and two smaller posts for wires, it is located near your
battery on the inner fender on your vehicle. It is activated by the ignition switch and sends
power to the starter. This part is replaceable separate from starter. There is also a part on the
starter the smaller of the two round components of a starter It controls the power to the starter
in simple terms This is the solenoid I thought your were talking about and is not normally

serviced separately. If possible check with your local for dealer on that recall. Hope this helps,
Dan Was this answer. I tried to start in neutral did not work. Now as far as the one by the batter
and fender there is not one. Someone told me that they might have bypassed that one and the
only one I may have is the one attached to the started itself. My truck won't start unless I bypass
the starter solenoid. I've replaced it twice thinking I bought a bad one the first time. But still isn't
starting. What are the symptoms? Do you hear the relay click loudly once when you turn the
ignition switch to "crank"? Did this start out as an intermittent problem? The truck doesn't
crank at all when I just turn the key, but you can hear everything else, just doesn't start, when I
bypass the solenoid it starts right up. And it happened over night, nothing leading up to it. The
steps in diagnosing this start with observing what the starter relay is doing, and you still didn't
list that. Ford uses a few different circuit configurations. Some have the solenoid on the starter
itself with a separate starter relay under the hood. Some use their old fender-mounted solenoid
as a starter relay on the fender. Some older versions use the fender-mounted relay as the
solenoid itself with nothing else on the starter. I think by '96 they finally gave up on that
miserable design. If you have the large solenoid on the inner fender and it is clicking, check for
loose or dirty connections on it, the battery, and the starter itself. If the solenoid is not clicking,
the neutral safety switch is the main suspect. Here again the engineers couldn't make up their
mind which circuit to use so there's three possibilities. Unplug that, then use a test light or
voltmeter to see if you get 12 volts on it when the ignition switch is in the "crank" position.
Thats kinda what I was thinking, that the solenoid isn't getting enough power, unfortunately I
don't own a volt meter, let's say I do get a12v reading with the red wire unplugged, where do I
go from there? Please login or register to post a reply. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's
Free! Asked by Wiki User. There are a bunch of "solenoids" on a typical vehicle, but, the most
common usage of the term is in reference to the starter solenoid. Ford starter solenoids have
been integrated into the starter unit for a good number of years, including those on the
Windstar. So to replace the starter solenoid is to replace the starter. See "Related Questions"
below for more about doing just that After thinking about this a bit it has to be on the starter,
which is on the lower left side of the engine. I was trying to confuse this with the starter relay
which Ford has long mounted up on the fender and makes things easy to locate starting
problems. The solenoid is located inside the starter. The starter solenoid is mounted directly to
the starter. It's actually on the starter, and it's the small cylinder attached to it. Windstar starters
have a dual-purpose solenoid that not only engages the starter gear with the flywheel, but also
acts as the starter relay. It is mounted to the starter. The solenoid is on the starter. It is located
on the side of the starter motor the bit where the wires attach. It is located in the engine
compartment on the passengers side firewall. The solenoid, on your Ford escort, is located on
the top of the starter. The solenoid has for retaining screws, to hold it in place. The solenoid is
attached to the starter itself, which is between the engine and the firewall. Starter solenoid is
attached to the top of the starter, the starter can be removed and taken to a parts store that has
a machine which can check both solenoid and starter, in my area autozone does this free of
charge. The starter solenoid shows to be on top of starter. If you don't know where the starter is
located, follow the positive battery cable. You may have to get under vehicle to get at the
starter. I replace starter and solenoid as a unit. Now, if your talking about starter relay that is a
different animal. All of the late-model Ford Rangers have a starter with a solenoid, and the older
models have a remote starter solenoid. Both are covered. The remote starter solenoid is located
on the passenger-side fenderwell. This means that a small-sized starter can fit in tighter
locations. It also allows for a cheaper repair if just the solenoid goes bad. The starter solenoid
should be located on the inside fender close to the battery. It will have the positive battery cable
connected to it. The starter solenoid is physically mounted on top of the starter motor itself. The
Ford Taurus starter solenoid is bolted onto the side of the starter itself. The starter is at the rear
of the engine at the bell housing. The solenoid is attached to the starter. There is no relay. Ask
Question. Ford Windstar. Ford Freestar. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related
Questions. Where is the starter solenoid located on a 98 Ford Windstar? Where is the
transmission control solenoid in your ford windstar? Where is the starter solenoid - switch on a
Ford Windstar? Where is the starter solenoid located on a Ford E? Where is the starter solenoid
located on a Ford Explorer Sport? Where is the starter relay on the Ford Windstar? Where is
starter solenoid located on Ford F? Where is the Ford Escort ZX2 starter solenoid? Where is the
starter solenoid on 97 ford ranger? Where is the starter solenoid located on a Ford Escort LX?
Where is the starter solenoid on a Ford F? Where is the epc solenoid located on a escort zx2?
Ford F truck installed starter still not working? Where is the solenoid switch located on a 93
Ford Escort? Where is the transmission shift solenoid located on a Ford Windstar and how do
you replace one? Your Ford Explorer will not start the starter was tested and the battery is good
there is a click from the relay but that is all? Where is the starter solenoid on a ford explorer?

Where is starter solenoid located on a 93 Ford Ranger? Where is the solenoid switch on a Ford
Ranger? Where is the solenoid located on a Ford Ranger? Where is the starter solenoid on a 92
Ford Taurus? Where is the starter solenoid on a Ford truck? Is the solenoid attached to the
starter on a 91 ford escort or is it on the firewall? Trending Questions Who would you swap
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